DESIGN STATEMENT
Pedestrian threshold crossing with concrete top provides better accessibility and safety for pedestrians to cross. The crossing prioritises pedestrian movement and improves the civic feel of the area.
Pre-cast concrete pedestrian threshold crossing has been installed at Pascoe Vale Road, Glenroy. The high-quality graphic design embedded onto the precast reinforces Glenroy’s local identity.

APPLICABLE LOCATION
Glenroy Activity Centre: Pascoe Vale Road between Gladstone Parade and Finchley Avenue.

COUNCIL STANDARD DRAWING
N/A

CROSS REFERENCE DOCUMENT
- Glenroy Activity Centre Streetscape Masterplan

STANDARD SPECIFICATION
The pedestrian crossing consists of few pre-fabricated precast concrete panels, allowing quick installation on-site.

SUPPLIER
N/A

MAINTENANCE
Street Cleansing Unit: Cleaning will be undertaken as per current schedule.

GENERAL NOTES
1. Contractor to allow cost to grouting precast concrete post-installation on site.
2. Contractor to apply “Mapei-Keracolour GG” (100 parts) and “Mapei Fugolastic (20 parts) 100:20 part mix.
3. Total volume of mixed grout required per intersection (6 panels as shown for clarity) 100kg/0.1 metres cubed.
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